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Presenters and agenda

Presenters

- **Jenna Allen**: Institutional Research Analyst, Office of Planning and Analysis
- **Carolyn Clark**: Director of Student Services, Sociology Department
- **Christopher Hunn**: Computer Science Advisor, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science (EECS) Department

Agenda

- Cal Answers and Student Curriculum reporting overview
- Dashboard demonstrations
- Learning and engagement resources
What is Cal Answers?

Web-based, analytical tool with:
• Interactive dashboards
• Well-defined metrics selected by campus subject matter experts
• Strategic direction for enterprise data
• For power users: ability to build reports

Accessible to entire campus

Use it to:
• Monitor goals
• Improve processes
• Inform strategic decisions
• Communicate about campus
When will Student Curriculum data be available?

**COURSE AND STUDENT ENROLLMENTS**
- Weekly enrollment management
- Curriculum long-term planning

**AVAILABLE NOW!**

**AUGUST 2013**
- Course view of enrollments
- Student view of enrollments
- Grade distribution

**INSTRUCTION**
- Course instruction
- Space utilization

**SPRING 2014**
### Weekly Enrollment Management Dashboard
- Week-to-week tracking
- Snapshots for weeks -20 to +6
- 1 to 2 years of history for certain semester/weeks (-06 to +06)

### Long Term Planning Dashboard
- Official semester count
- Census or EOT snapshot
- Up to 10 years of history
What can Cal Answers tell us about long-term curriculum trends?
What can Cal Answers tell us about actively tracking and managing course enrollments?
Learning and engagement resources

Cal Answers information and log in: calanswers.berkeley.edu

Cal Answers questions: calanswers-help@berkeley.edu or 661-9000